Welcome to Money Up!
Money Up has been developed to help teach the “Next Dollar Up” method.
The Next Dollar Up method is a widely used technique for teaching money skills to
students who have autism or intellectual disability and who are not able to learn to
count change.
The student learns to listen for the whole dollar amount, then gives one dollar more
than that amount. For example, if the price is $6.45, the student hears $6, adds
one more, and gives $7.00. They also learn that if the price is below $1.00, for
example 95c, they give $1.00, and if the price is a whole dollar amount, they give
only that amount.
By learning this method, the student gains some independence in their money
handling and they are less likely to be taken advantage of.
This app assumes that the student can already count with 1 to 1 correspondence,
and can recognize the written numerals. The app is not intended to be the only
teaching tool used, but has been developed to support classroom teaching and real
life money practice. It covers the following skills:

Identifying whole dollar
coins and notes.

Giving a requested
amount.

Reading a price and
finding $1 more.

Giving the amount
applicable for a grocery
item.

Listening to a price and
giving $1 more.

Comparing a price amount
to money available.

Counting the notes and
coins on the screen.

Money Up has been designed to be clean and simple to use. There are no extra
distractions on the screen, and buttons are nice and large for ease of use.

Student Profiles
Money Up allows you to create student profiles within which you can configure a
student’s lessons so that he or she is only challenged by the app with questions
that are within the student’s abilities.
Money Up has a default student profile called “Student”. This profile is used by the
app to allow you to configure default settings for all new students, and, if you don’t
want to create a profile for a new student, the default can be used.
Money Up supports multiple currencies (Australian, United Kingdom, United States,
Canadian and Europe) but in doing so, it only supports the use of whole dollar/
pound/euro denominations.
Student profiles can be created from the student selection
screen, which is reached by tapping on the profiles button.
Within the student selection screen, new students can be
created and existing students can be updated or removed.
Tapping on the Edit Profile button will invoke the student profile screen.
This button appears in several places throughout Money Up so that it is
easy to modify the profile for a student whenever you need to.

Student Profile Screen

This screen provides all of the configuration options available for each student.
These are:

Mastery
For each of the lesson types, if they have already been mastered by the student, they will
have a mastery badge on the lower left corner.
Mastery of a level affects whether the student gets to play reward games, or, if the “Allow
higher levels” option is disabled, whether the student is able to player higher skill level
lessons.

The button “Reset Mastery” will clear the current “Mastered” state for all skill levels. This is
useful if a student has mastered all levels using (say) low denominations, and you want to
enable higher denominations and get the student to start again.

Lesson Skill Enabled
Tapping on a lesson skill button allows you to enable or disable individual lesson skill
levels. For some students it may be better to disable some lesson skill levels so as to
encourage them to practice, or focus on skills that actually need working on. These
buttons provide this ability.
Note that the “Allow higher levels” option, if off will override the “enabled” state of lessons
above the highest “mastered” lesson skill level.
A lesson skill that is enabled will have a tick/checkmark badge on the lower right corner.
NOTE: The first two lesson skills can not be disabled.

Reward Level
The reward level allows you to specify at how many questions are in a lesson and whether
there should be the option of a reward game after the lesson.
Lessons can have either 5, or 10 questions. A reward level of “None” sets the number of
questions to 10, with no reward game at the end. Reward levels “After 5” and “After 10”
set the respective number of questions, and allow a reward game at the end of the lesson
if the student has mastered the skill level of that lesson.

Denominations
For each supported currency, Money Up supports whole dollar/pound/euro denominations.
For those students that have yet to grasp or learn all of the available denominations in a
currency, this setting in the profile allows you to enable or disable any denominations that
are not needed.
Please note that by disabling some of the higher denominations, it can affect the range of
questions asked in some lessons.

Use Tap Gesture to select money instead of dragging.
For some students, the act of dragging money in some lessons makes the lessons more
difficult. By enabling this feature, the student need only tap on the money to move it.
Tapping on the moved money will return it to the “pool” of money available.

Show score during play
Every lesson skill level has the ability to show a score at the top right. This, by default is
turned off. It can be turned on, for individual students that need to see the running total as
they progress through a lesson.

Continue lessons until all questions are correct
This option, when enabled allows Money Up to use “Errorless teaching”. When this is
enabled, the student is prompted to answer questions until all have been answered
correctly. It allows for those students that need to see all questions correct in order to
achieve a reward.

Highest Amount
Using the slider below this setting allows you to specify the maximum whole dollar/pound/
euro amount a question will use within the entire app for the student.

This defaults to $20 and has a maximum of $50. Note that with higher values, if the
student doesn’t also have higher denominations enabled (e.g. $10 or $20), then the
highest amount configured will be automatically adjusted down to accommodate those
denominations that are enabled.

More Options.
Tapping on this will alternate between the two options screens for the student.

Show prices on screen
Some lessons provide the ability to show the amount for each question as the question is
asked. Where this is appropriate, this option causes the amount to be shown on screen in
addition to the audio prompt.

When showing prices, only show the amount.
When showing prices on the screen, don’t show the price within a sentence; just show the
price itself.

Show button labels below buttons
Some students need a textual cue to help them navigate the app. For these students,
enabling this option causes most buttons throughout the app to display labels immediately
below them.

Say the amount when selecting money where appropriate.
In some lessons the student can benefit by having the amount read out to them. Enabling
this option causes this to happen.

Slow down reward games.
For some students, the built-in reward games are a little too fast. Enabling this option
causes the games to run at a slower pace. It should also be noted that if the app detects
that iOS7 style accessibility is enabled, the Balloon Pop game will prevent the balloons
moving at all, and the Coin Drop game will be disabled completely.

Allow higher levels before mastery of lower levels
Enabled by default, this option allows students to play any enabled lesson types
regardless of whether they have already mastered lesson types earlier in the learning tree.

Lesson background color
Money Up use a default, high contrast background color. Money Up allows students with
poor vision, or difficulty with colors to use the app with more ease by selecting a
customized color.
Selecting “CUSTOM” displays a color-picker allowing you to choose a specific color for the
lesson background.

Character selection

Money Up provides five friendly characters who do all the talking throughout the lessons.
The first character, uses a recorded human voice for all interaction with the student.
All of the other characters use a voice provided by the accessibility features of the iPad. It
is strongly recommended that you use the accessibility settings to download a higher
quality voice if you can. The default voices on iOS are quite good, however it is possible
to request that iOS downloads higher quality voices in some cases.
To select a character, simply tap on the character of choice. The character will jump and
brighten to highlight the selection.

App Settings Screen

This screen, reached from the main menu allows you to alter settings that affect the entire
app.
The row of buttons across the bottom of the options screen allow you to choose the
currency that students will work with. Normally, the app will default the currency to the one
defined by the regional settings on the iPad.
The first button enables or disables sound effects and reward game music.
The second button enables student profile locking. Turning this on immediately locks all
student profiles so that they cannot be changed without answering a challenge question.
The third button opens the default student profile for editing. All new students created
adopt the settings within the default student profile.
The fourth button allows you to open the groceries database and edit it, after answering a
challenge question such as:

!
Opening the Grocery List provides the following screen:

!
From here you can zoom into a category, edit items within it, add items using your
camera, or camera roll, or reset the grocery list to factory defaults.

Reports Screen
Money Up provides you with the ability to see a report of the last
three games for each lesson. These reports can be seen by
tapping on the Report button either at the end of a lesson, or from
within a student profile.

From this screen you can choose to see reports for a single lesson type.
Reports can then be shared with others via email, AirDrop, iMessage, etc. Sharing
can only be done after answering a parental gate question as with any other actions
that take the user outside the app.

